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CHAP'I'ER I
INTHODUC'I'ION
Purposes of the study
Revision of a bookkeeping cour2.£Lof studv.--The major
purpose of this investigation is to make a limited but definite
contribution to the task of revising the course of study in book-
keeping for the Indianapolis high schools. The contribution is
intended to consist of an appraisal of the content of the course
of study in bookkeeping. It is not the purpose of the investiga-
tion to discover methods which are best suited to the teaching of
the subJect, but merely to aid in determining the optimum content
of the courses.
It is possible that some topics now included in the
course of study may have become obsolete, and that other topicS
may be of such slight significance that they should be elimi-
nated. On the other hand, there may be other topics not now
included which should be added.
Testing a Technique of Community Cooperation.--A minor
purpose of the investigation will be realized if the experiment
reveals the extent to which groups of adult cj_tizens respond to
certain types of requests for aid in formulating the policies
and curriculum of the public high schools. If the technique of
this investigation is successful, the same prooce ure might well
1
2be followed in appraising the courses of study in other vocational
subJects.
To ask an individual whether or not bookkeeping should
be included in the curriculum of the public high school is a very
simple matter and the answer requires very little deliberation.
To ask a busy executive to contemplate the numerous items of a
course of study, to look for omissions, and to analyze tasks and
duties of actual workers; and then to report the results of his
study to school officials, is a more difficult matter. Will
business and professional men respond in adequate measure to such
a request?
That the schools and the community should work together
in this manner is the opinion of a committee of the American
Youth Commission which included the following suggestion in a
recent report:
It has been pointed out in a number of recent discus-
sions of the secondary schools that they ought to take the
same interest in their products that a conscientiouS indus-
trial establishment takes in its output. The schools ought
to be prepared to describe in perfectly explicit terms what
a young person is capable of doing, and ought to stand by
him with advice fnd assistance until he finds a place in
the adul t world.·
There is obviously some reticence on the part of edu-
cators in asking for the assistance and advice of school patrons.
For the encouragement of such practices the special committee
quoted above advocates not only the distribution of inquiry
1The American Youth Commission, ~~at the High Schools
Ought to Teach. A report prepared by a Special Committee on
the Secondary School Currlculu.m. WaShington: American Council
on Education, 1940, p. 32.
3sheets, but the actual formation of community councils for the
study of curriculum problems. Here is further comment from the
committee:
The best way to secure a complete understanding in every
local community of modern demands on the c,; chool s is through
the organization of community councils which will come
together and discuss the problems of present-day youth. Some
steps have been taken in certain centers to organize such
councils, but the public in general is content to leave to
boards of education the problems of the schools. Boards of
education, in turn, find-that they cannot expand schools
without the support of the communities which they represent.
As a result, educational interests drift along and changes
are made very slowly or not at all.
What this country needs today 1s clear insight into the
youth problem, willingness to marshal the most competent
individuals to work out a new program of induction of youth
into adulthood, prestige behind the findings of such a
group of competent ipdividuals, and a vigorous campaign that?
w:tll make the plans for reform known to the American pubLt cv "
The establishment of techniques for securing such coopera-
tion is one of the lesser, but withal a very important purpose of
this study.
Method of the Study
Benefit of Expert Opinion.--In the principal phase of
this investigation the technique used is quite similar to that
applied by J. Marshall Hanna in his study of the fundamental
issues in business education. Dr. Hanna sought the opinions of
some ninety prominent business educators in his effort to deter-
mine what were the issues and the variation of opinions on these
3issues.
?-Ibid., p, 35.
~~J. Marshall Hanna, Fundamental Issues in Business
Education (A portion of the author's Doctor's thesis, School
of Education, New York University) Cincinnati: South-Western
Publishing Company, 1940.
4In this present study the topics of instruction in the
Indianapolis high school courses in bookkeeping were submitted
to carefully selected individuals (see Chapter IV) who could,
by reason of professional and business standing, be described
as experts in their understanding of bookkeeping and accounting
problems. These individuals were asked to evaluate the topics
by rating each one under one of the following heads:
1. -- if the topic is essential and should, in your
opinion, be studied in high school.
2.-- if the topic is essential, but is better learned
on the job.
3.-- if the topic is not essential, but could be
studied in high school with profit.
4.-- if the topic has no value and should not be taught
in high school bookkeeping classes.
In addition to thts original investigat:lon, due regard
was given to Similar investigations in this field and to the
opinions of business educators generally as reported in books
and in current literature.
Limitations of the study
Findings Based on Judgment and Opinion.--It must be noted
at the outset that the formulation of a course of study in any
subject 1s auite a subjective process. In this case, the find-
ings must be evaluated in the light of the fact that they repre-
sent the judgment of individuals, seasoned and deliberate though
they be.
Haynes and Humphrey clearly recognized the necessity for
applying philosophical methods of research to the problem of
planning courses of study when they wrote:
5In reaching conclusions in most studies, the subjective
element is necessary, notwithstanding that objectivity is
one of the prime requisites of research work. This is ac-
counted for by the fact that philosophy deals with phenomena
and laws applied to situations that do not always lend them-
selves to exact adaptions •..•• studies dealing with
matters concerned with curriculum placement, specLfLc con-
tent elements to be included in each course of study, and
other felt difficulties can be aSSisted materially by philos-
ophy applied to edusation in general and to bustness educa-
tion in particular.
It 1s to be expected, therefore, that the stated and
significant opinion of a group of experts might properly be
invalidated by such philosophical reasoning based on factors of
logic and methodology.
Findings Based_QD_Assumptions.--A second limitation which
~ust be considered in studies of this kind is the necessity for
making certain assumptions as to the obJectives of the course,
the grade placement, and the proper length of the course. Some
of these assumptions may not be adequately proved and validated.
It is assumed that the principal objective of a high-
school course in bookkeeping is to prepare the student for voca-
tional profi61ency. This assumption is supported by the findings
of Dr. Hanna. In hts investigation of the opinions of ninety
prominent business educators in the United States on the major
objectives of first-year bookkeeping in secondary schools, he
concluded as follows:
Themajori ty of our respondi ng educators believe the
major function of elementary bookkeeping is a combination
Clyde W. Humphrey, Research
Chicago: The Gregg PublishingltBenjamin R. Haynes and!I2l21:iedto Business 'Education.
Company, 1939. pp. 67-8.
6of basic background for advanced bookkeeping and general
business information of a social, consumer, and personal-
use nature. ')
In speaking of the objectives of the bookkeeping course,
Haynes and Humphrey refer to the need for research and offer the
following internretation of aims:
More investigation into the subject of bookkeeping will
aid in an intelligent solution of the problem. If its value
lies in the general buslness information presented, then
research is necessary so that the material presented may be
as rich as possible in 80cial value. If, on the other hand,
it is a purely vocational subject, actual facts as to oppor-
tunities for bel?'innersand their duties in their first posi-
tions are essential. If, as j_8 probably the case, it
partakes of both the values claimed for it, research will
help to
6p
rovide material that may be used to enrich the
course.
Dr. Hanna said, "Writers in this field almost universally
conclude that the second year of high school bookkeeping should
be entirely vocational. "7
Another recent pronouncement on objectives follows:
• • • • the student who registers for the accounting cur-
riculum is undoubtedly planning to earn a living in this line
of'endeavor; hence, his training should be geared to make him
vocationally proficient in the bookkeeping field. . .
What should be taught to the accounting major to make him
vocationally competent is the mast important question in
accounting curriculum revision.J
W~lle the vocational objective is assumed to be the major
one, there are certainly minor objectives, such as those mentioned
'":JJ. Marshall Hanna, ~ci!:.., pp. 23-21.!-.
6Haynes and Humphrey, op. cit., p. 40.
7J. Ml:trshallHanna, op. cit., p. 23.
8Morris S. Goller, "Revising the Teaching of Bookkeeping
and Accounting in a New Accounting curriculum," BUSiness Educa-
tion for Tomorrow. Fourteenth Yearbook of the Eastern Commercial
Teachers Association, John G. Kirk, PreSident. Philadelphia:
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 1941. p. 109.
7by Haynes and Humphrey above9 which must be taken into considera-
tion in developing the course of study.
Course of StudY-.§.:t.andardsand Criterla.--By the very
wording of the questionnaire, the cooperating individuals were
asked to assume a vocational objective for the bo okk.e pLng course.
This means that the final interpretations are limited to that area
and should be so applied in the construction of a new course of
study.
Important as the vocational objective might be, due con-
sideration must be given in the final drafting of the course of
study to criteria established by Professor Herbert B. Bruner and
the staff in charge of the curriculum laboratory at Teachers
College, Columbia university.IO
A study of the standards established by the curriculum
laboratory reveals that a course of study based solely on the
vocational aim m1ght be quite unacceptable. This fact must be
recognized in appraising the value of the findings of this study.
On the other hand, many of the criteria set up by Dr. Bruner and
his associates seem to be specific in their application to the
aims and content of a vocational bookkeeping course of study.
The following quotations from the statements of the criteria
are consistent with the findings of this investigation:
9Haynes and Humphrey, Q~it., p. 40.
10Herbert B. Bruner et. aI, What Our Schools Are Teach-
ing, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1941.
8flIPhilosophy
lIA Social Pbilosoph~\..•..
112. Is 5_trecognized that institutions should
be continually modified as new situations
demand and as we achieve better insights
and understandings? ...•
"6. Is the school recogni.zed CI.G a conscious
agency for social improvement? ....
liB Educational Philosophy
"1. Is the currlculum thought of as including
all the activities of pupils (both in and
out of school) over which the school exer-
cises a directing influence?
"2. Is significance attached to relationships
existing between the pupil and his environ-
ment?"3. Is the course of study considered a sugges-
tive guide rathBr than a rigid outline of
materials to be taught? ...•
lie })rincinles of Learning •..
IILI-. ire provisions made for t.ak Lng into con-
sideration the underlying principles of
integration? ...."10. Is there provision for making the situa-
tions of the school real?
"II Acttvities ..•.•
liD Social Values."The activities must provide experiences wbich.
by meeting the demands of an ever-changing
dynamic society, will help the pup i L to be a
more valuable member of that society. • • . ."5. Is Drovision mad.e for the consideration
of ihe opinions and suggestions of otbBrs?
. . . .
"III content ..•••"C Adequacy and Significance
"1.- Are the materials of everyday significance
to '30ciety? ...• "11 _
The foregoing criteria are copied here because they seem
to apply 80 clearly to the teaching materials growing out of
this study. NevertheleBs, Wieting, in reporting on the evalua-
tion of business education courses of study calls attention to
the paucity of bUSiness courses which have been ad]udg.ed
-----------.-------- _-11Ibid., pp. 211-220.
9out!2_tandipE. amo ng the thousands of courses f11 ad in all sub jeot s
with the curriculum l~boratory. His analysis of the reason is
as follows:
~lery few commercial courses include a well formulated
social or educational philosophy. While it ls certa1n that
all courses are prepared with some philosophy in mind it
is true that business education leaders have often failed
to think through a defensible pOint of view.12
This again is evidence of the limitation8 inherent in
the content arrived at by the method and technique of this in-
vestigation.
Restatement of the Problem.--With this explanation, it
may be stated in summary form that the purpose of the present
study 1s to make an evaluation of the Indianapolis high school
course of study in bookkeeping and to discover if any signifi-
cant topics or units have been omitted or if insignificant topics
are included. The results are accomnlished through a question-
naire circulated among certain business and professional groups.
This experiment will provide in itself a test of the readiness
of such :i.ndividualsto counsel with educators on course-of-study
items.
The findings must be applied with full knowledge of cer-
tain inherent limitations. They are based on the personal judg-
ment and opinion of competent people on certain assumptions which
may not be fully proved, and which are incomplete in their adher-
ence to accepted, authoritative criteria. Even with these limi-
tations, it is expected that the results of the study can be used
effe ctLve1y in future rev isions of the course of' study.
12C. Maurice Wietlng, "Recent Business Education Courses
of Study, II The Bus iness Curr~ culurn. (.SixthYearbook of the
National Commercial Teachers Federation) Bowling Green,Kentucky:
National Commercial Teachers Federation, 1940. p. 203.
CHAFfER II
BOOKKEEPING AS A SUBJECT IN 'T'BE SECONDARY SCHOOL
Historical Review
Bookkee}2ing, the First Business Education Course.--There
are certain inherent characteristics which have caused bookkeeping
to persist as an offering of the secondary schools. It has been
taught longer in secondary schools than any other business sub-
ject. Haynes and Jackson said:
Bookkeeping was first included in the curriculum of the
English HighSchool in Boston in 1823. The high school in
New York in 1825 offered bookkeeping and arithmetic. Book-
keeping appeared in the curriculum of the Boston High School
for Girls in 1826; in the Salem High School in 1836; in the
high school at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in 1836; at
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1862; and at Concord, New
Hampshire, in 1865.
Prior to 1875, bookkeeping was perhaps the only subject
that could be classified as a business subject. The only
other subjects which migbt possibly have been considered in
this class were arithmetic, mensuration, and penmanshiP.l
One of the characteristics of the subject of bookkeeping
that has caused it to remain 118 a part of the curriculum of the
secondary school is its adaptability to inductive development and
deductive reasoning. Its regimen of written activities is ideally
suited for good methodology. These are factors which would have
justified the teaching of the subject even if there were no
lBenjamin R.. Haynes and Harry P. Jackson, A Histor_y~!
Business Education in the United States, p. 44. Cincinnati: The
South- Western Publ ish"ing-Co"mpanY--;-1935.
10
11
vocational objectives to strengthen its position in the secondary
8chool.
The high school subjects which have consistently retained
their places of importance throughout the entire period are
algebra, bookkeeping, geometry, grammar, drawing,-history,
Latin, and li;erature. None of these have shown any signifi-
cant changes.-
Educational Research in Bookkeeping
Research studies in Bookkeeping_Limited in Number.--
Probably because the subject of bookkeeping has become 80 well
established and its content so fixed, there has been only a lim-
ited number of research studies in this field.
A report in 1938 listed 122 separate studies or investi-
gat ions on the te8-ch1ng of bookkeepi.ng and st.ated that there were
no recent studies made to determine ideal content of bookkeeping
3
courses in secondary schools.
Determining Ideal content Through Job Analysis.--Connor
and. Jones conducted one of the early job analyses (in Cleveland,
Ohio) in 1927 in an effort to discover what materials should be
included in the business education courses in the Cleveland
L~schools.
A similar technique was followed by strumpf~ who made a
2Douglas E. Lawson, Curriculum Develoment in City-School
.Qystems, p. 229. Chicago: The University of Chicago press,1940.
3Summary of Research in Commercifi!-Education.....l..pp. 1-36.
Eighth Yearbook of the Commercial Education Association of the
City of New York and Vicinity. New York: The Altol Press, 1938.
l~William L. Connor and Lloyd L. Jones, A Scientific Study
in Curriculum ~kinp; for Junior Courses in Bus tness Educatj_on.
Chicago: The Gregg Publishing Company, 1929. pp. 111-144.
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task analysis of bookkeeping jobs in 1926;5 by Eyster, in 1931;6
and by Skene in 1934.7
It is observed that these investigations produced so many
skills and duties which are of no significance that the very mass
of the data collected makes analysis and evaluation difficul t.
Unless the individuals selected for the maki ne:, of the task anal-
ysis are carefully chosen as to type of business and other fac-
tors, the results are likely not to be representative. Finally,
the method of performance, or even the task itself, may not be
acceptable as good business practice. Merely because one or
more firms perform a task, or perform it in a certain way, is
no valid reason for teaching that task or method in the secondary
schools.
Recent Issues and Trends.--A study of current literature
on the subject of bookkeeping instruction in the secondary school
reveals a great interest during the past ten years in the aims
and objectives of the course. There has been much written about
the non-vocational objectives of bookkeeping, and the so-called
nersonal-use objectives have been widely advocated and discussed.
Harry T. Good, one of the advocates of personal-use book-
keeping, described these social objectives as follows:
5Benjamin E. Strumpf, "Bookkeeping Duties and the Com-
mercial Curriculum." Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, New York
University, 1926.
6Elvin S. Eyster, "An Analysis of the Duties of Book-
keepers." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Indiana University, 1931.
7Etta C. Skene, "Occupational Analysis as a BasiS of
Bookkeeping Curricula of Public Secondary Schools. 11 Unpublished
Doctor's Thesis, New York University, 1934.
13
It 1s generally agreed that in addltion to the develop-
ment of vocational skills in bookkeeping and in the prepara-
tion of statements, other important results should be obtained
in a one-year course in bookkeeping. Some of these results
include the personal, social, cultural and economic values
that may flow from a carefully planned course in bookkeeping.
These results may be obtained without in any way destroying
or reduclne; the a~tention given tosoookkeeping records,
procedures and prlnciples. . • • •
Ethel Brock summarized .her investigation of this subject
in these words:
Since 1930 business educators have quite generally recog-
nized the fact that bookkeeping can no longer be justified on
vo cational grounds alone.
Since 1935 increased emphasis has been placed on the
objective that bookkeeping shouli increase one's knowledge of
business relations, investment, and finance.
The consumer objective has been receiving attention since
1036. Educators are recognizing the fact that bookkeeping
objectives must of necessity change with economic conditions
and governmental requlrements.9
The number of bookkeeping students who eventually become
bookkeepers has always been low (Altholz reports from 10 to 15
per cent~.IO During the depression ;years (1930 to 1940) the per
cent of such employment was even less than in normal times. This
fact certainly gave sorne impetus to the popularity of the persona1-
use objective.
SHarry 1. Good, "Bookkeeping for Personal Use, II Buslness
Education for Tomorrow, p. 213. Fourteenth Yearbook of the
Easter~ Comme~cia1 Teachers Associa:ion, John G. Kirk, President.
Philadelphia: Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 1941.
9Ethel Brock, A History of qlgh School Bookkeeping
Ob,lectives, Monograph No. 47, p. 19. Cincinnati: South-Western
Publishing Company, 1939.
10Nathanlel Altholz, "A Challenge to Teachers of Bookkeep-
ing." The Business Education World, XIV - 3 (November, 19Y~), 188.
14
The effect of this social objective in the bookkeeping
course is indicated by the titles of recently published textbooks
for use in bookkeeping classes in secondary schools.ll These
titles describe the content and give some suggestion as to the
bias in the development of the materials.
Even in the books which have retained quite definitely
the vocational objective, there has been introduced an increased
number of non-vocat:tonal uni t s, Thus, the last edition of the
I?widely used 20th century Bookkeeping - has included the following
topics: personal bookkeeping and budgeting, social security
records for the individual., bookkeeping and budgeting for social
organizations, and cash records flor clubs.
The fact that increased emphasis has been placed upon
the social objectives of bookkeeping does not mean that the
vocational objective has been discarded. Good makes this clear
in the following statement:
Many different goals or purposes have guided curriculurn-
making and instructional procedures in the field of bookkeep-
ing. The first major objective was vocational proficiency--
the development of skills needed to perform certain
.------~---------------
IlG. H. Dalrymple and P. M. Hei ~~es, General Record Keep-
ing for Personal and Bu~sS Use, the Gregg Publishing Company,
1939.
Fayette H. Elwell., Ernest A. Zelliott, and H. I. Good,
Personal and Business Record Keeping. Boston: Ginn i} Company ,1938.
John George Kirk, G. M. Alleman, and Isadore Klein,
Bookkeeping for Personal and Business Use. Philadelphia: John
C. Winston Company, 1939.
12Pa1J.lA. Carlson, Alva Leroy Pri ckett, and Hamden L.
Forkner, ?Oth Century Bookkeeping and Accounting, 18th edition;
Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1940.
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bookkeeping tasks. . . • . The need for records in the business
world, therefore, is not decreasing but, on the contrary, 1s
continually growing in volume and importance, and the voca-
tional aim in bookkeeping is as sound now as it ever was for a
cert~in percentage of our students. 13
The Issue of Recordatlve Bookkeening.--Advocates of the
recordative objective in bookkeeping believe that emphasis should
be given to the clerical task of recording business dat~ There
113 no necessity for knowing much about the why or the wherefore,
nor is there any need to prepare interpretative statements and
reports covering the results of a perIod of operations. This
philosophy is described in the following statement:
The desirability of establishing a new type of bookkeep-
ing for a new type of student has been recognized for some
time. Several attempts are being made toward the simplifica-
tion of bookkeeping principles and practices so as to reach a
larger number of students and to make their work of greater
vocational significance.
. . . . as the great majority of very small business or
personal records are kept on a simple basis, it seems un-
desirable to insist that all students begin their study with
work which stres$es the accountant's and the managerial
pOints of view. 14
These editors then point out that recordative bookkeeping
may be more interesM-ng and practical since it includes record-
keeping for borne clubs. It is easy to master, and the per cent
of failures may be smaller since the type of work is better
1\ ---------------------------------------- --~--~--- ..---13Harry I. CTood, "Bookkeeping for Personal use," oP. c t t.; ,
P. 213.
l4Trends and Factors Affecting Curriculum Revision in
~uslneBs Education, pp. 53-55. Fourteenth Yearbook of the
~astern Commercial Teachers Association, John G. Kirk, President.
Philadelphia: Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 1941.
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suited to the capacities and interests of thB pupil.IS
Scoca dissents from this view and holds that a genuine
understanding 0 f the reason back of the entry is necessary. He
advocates--
.. genuine emphasis on the science underlying the
records and not on the mere mechanics of bookkeeping. The
mechanical debit and credit drillmaster of yore has gone
with the wind. Bookkeeping was never intended to transform
youngsters into bookkeeping machines. I may be stretching
the point, but a bookkeeping teacher should never accept
an entry without an analysis of and reason for every debit
and credit. . .. In other words, if we are going to
distinguish between vocational bookkeeping and record-
keeping, we must teacb our bookkeeping students not only
what entry to make but why it is made, arg we should grade
our students on this analyt:i.calabj_lit.y , _
These represent some of the current issues concerning
the philosophy and objectives of bookkeeping in the secondary
s c ho o l a, There seemingly is no recent contribution to a dis-
cue st on of the subject of t.hi s study, viz., the content of the
course of study in bookkeeping, except as the issues discussed
above relate to that problem. Gilbert practices the use of
actual books, forms, social security records, and budgets of
17business firms in his bookkeeping classes. He believes in
teaching bookkeeping as it is done in business.
15Ibid., p, 55.
16canio lV:. Scoca; liTheAccounting Field and the Youth
Problem," The Contr'lbutlon of.Bu~11ne8s EdlJ.C<,!:tiop_toyouth
_6d,justment,p. 77. Thirteenth Yearbook of the Sa,stern Com-
mercial Teachers Association, Peter L. Agnew, Preo3dent. New
York: Eastern Commercial Teacbers Association, 1940.
17Marc D. Gllbert, "EnrLch ing the 1'eaching of Book-
keening, II The Journal of Business Education, Vol. XVI, No. 6
(February ,194I},p:-·-2s.----------"~··---
17
rrrautmann, on the other hand, says that in teaching the
theory of bookkeeping, it is not necessary to teach bookkeeping
"as it is done." He proposes the use of very simple forms
designed only to brlng about a mastery of principles without
regard to form.lS
S1J.mmaryof Trends and Issues.--Bookkeeplng is the oldest
business subject taught in the secondary schools. It possesses
merit as a school subject. Its content is rather definitely
fixed by tradition. Research directed toward determining what
should be taught In bookkeeping has been directed chiefly toward
an analysis of the duties of bookkeepers.
The last decade has seen the rise of social objectives
as opposed to the traditional vocational objective. Bookkeeping
for uersonal use, I:,SQQrd.0tivebookkeeping, and consumer values
have been emphasized. The vocational objective remains, how-
ever, as thB major justification for the teaching of the subject
in the secondary school, and an analysis of occupational aspects
1s a proper approach to the study of content in the course of
study.
18Harrison Trautmann, IIWeCut the Learning Time of
Bookkeeping in Half," TlliLBusiness Education World, XXII-4
\December, 1941), 310-312.
CHAPTER III
THE PREPARATION OF' 'I'l-IE CHECK LIST
Tabulation of Topi cs, Units, and Skills
Discovering the Topical Content.--A thorough and complete
evaluation of the courses of study used in the Indianapolis high
school courses in bookkeeping required more than the submission
of a mere outline or syllabus of the course.
In the development of this thesis, it should be observed
that a very common topic in a bookkeeping course of study 1s that
of adjusting entries. If a critic were asked to evaluate the
topic, adjusting entries, he would be unable to do so without
further information, for there are actually seven separate and
distinct classes of adjusting entries. Tbe mere presence of this
topic in a syllabus does not reveal whether there are seven, five,
or three classes of adjustments taught. It was necessary, there-
fore, to break down the topic into its component parts both in
the constructing of the check list and in securing the evaluation.
It is known that the bookkeeping classes in some Indiana-
polis high schoo18 use the adding or listing machine in the class-
room work and instruct the pupils in the proper operation of this
machine. Others do not. It is qui te probable that an outl ine or
syllabus prepared by these schools would not reveal whether the
machine 18 so used, or not.
The syllabus might contain the item, taking a trial
It would not reveal, however, whether the student was
18
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given instruction in the skill of pencil-footing in the taking of
the balance of the ledger account.
The syllabus is likely to contain a listing of units of
instruction, but there is no certainty that the units will be
completely broken down into skills and minor facts. There are
certain related materials, such as arithmetic useful in bookkeep-
ing, which are often taught by the bookkeeping teacher, but which
are not likely to appear in a syllabus.
It was decided, therefore, not to ask for a syllabus from
each of the Indianapolis High Schools. Instead, the head of the
commercial department of each of the seven Indianapolis High
Schools was asked to submit a list of the Topics, Units, and Skills
taught in the bookkeeping classes.l
After such lists were received from each department head,
a composite list of the topics was constructed. It was feared,
however, that persons preparing the original lists might have,
through inadvertence, omitted one or more topics. Consequently,
a copy of the composite listing was returned to each department
head with the request that he check again the items which were
included in his bookkeeping course of study and that he add at
the bottom of the sheet any omi tted t t ems ,
The desirability of this step was conf1rmed by the fact
that nearly every department head checked items which were not
included in his original listing. A complete listing of the
topics by high schools is provided in TABLE I.
lSee Appendix I for list of high schools and department
heads.
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TABLE I
TOPICS INCLUDED IN INDIANAPOLIS HIGH SCHOOL COURSES IN BOOKKEEPING
BY HIGH SCHOOLS
High Schools
Topics
B3 ~ g;j
lf~ fflill
~ ~~
E-i cr' 0
til <t: r:Q 0 E-I
_1.:.... Pr~aration of balance sheets X X v X X X X1\
2. Prenaration of statements of ££.ofit and loss X X X v X X X./\.
-2. 'rheory of double-entry bookkeening X X. X X X X X
4. Preparation of a working sheet and c1assifica-
_tion of accounts X X X X X X X
_5. How to close a ledger X X X X X X X
6. Use of J2urchases or invoice .10urnals X X X X X X X
...::L_ Use of sales Journals X X X XiX X X
8. Use of cash r-e ce i ot.s journals X X X I,X IX v XA
9! Use of. cash p~ments~rnals X X X X X X
10, Making entries for cash discounts X X X X X X X
11. Sending monthly statements of account to
customers X X X X X
12. Handling and Droving of cash X X X X X X X
1:2. Accounting for I!artnerghl:Q9 X X X X X X
14. Preparation of profit and loss statement with
12ercentage ans,lysis X X X
IS. Pen and ink I20sting X X X X X X X
16. Taking trial balances; nencil-footing accounts X X X X X X X
171 Ruling_gdger accounts (nen and ink} X X X X X X X
18. Reconcillng bank a9counts X X X X X X X
12. Figuring and checking extensions on invoices X v X X X X~\o.
20. Writing checlcs and maintalning record of bank
balances X X X X X v XJ\o.-
21t CheQklng 120stlngs X X X X X X X
22. Ruling columns in books of original entry (pen
and ink} X X X X X X X
.23.. Making de12os1t sli12S X X X X X X
24. Eigurlng 1nyentories X X X X X
~5. HQw to mg,ke chaD@__ X X
26. How to make adjustments for:
a. Merchandlse Inventories X X X X X X X
b~ Deferred charges ~nd eX.Qense inventories X X X X X X X
_ ____c_. Deferred credits to income X X X,X X X X
d. AQQrued eX:Qensegl X X X X X X X
e. ACC;LUed lncome X X. X X X X X
f. Estl-mated loss from bad debts v X X X X X X.i\_
g. De£lreciation of fixed assets X X X X X X X
27. Entries for promissory notes, with and w1thout
interest X X X X X X X_.
a. Entries for drafts and trade acce:Qtances X X X X X X X
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TABLE I, CON1'INUED
High Schools
TOJ21cs tJ~
~ ~j ~ ff1f~~p' a:l;:l E-! <t, 0Cf.l ..,::::" <L; ~ ,.';: 0 E-'I
f--- I-
g~Petty cash fund§! keJ2t by the im:Qrest system X X X X X X X
a. Handling advances to salesmen and sales-
men's traveling eXJ2enses X
29. Contingent liabilities in the balance sheet X X X
3.Q._ Entries for notes recelvaQl~~ounted X X X X X X
.2L._Subsidiary ledgers and controlling accounts X X X X X X
32. Making the balance sheet in double account
_._f9rm ahow lng working capital X X X X
33. Entries for transactions involving extraneous
profits and losses X
34.
I-- t--..~-....._ I--I---
Entries for costs or income applicable to a
:greyious Deriod X X
35. Closing the ledger through a selling or trading
account with net trading profit carried to
____ nrofit and loss ~ccount X X X X X
36. Use of the cash~journal or cash-journal ledger
lcommonly g~11ed a svnoutic journal) X X X X
37. Construction of a departmentalized statement
of profit and Iotas X X X
3..LAQ.QQunting for corDoratl.Ons X X X X
al Diyidends--how declared and entries for X X X X
39. Goodwill and other intangible assets, such as
I2atents X X X X
40. Liquidation of a business enterprise and the
disposition of proftts and losses in liquida-
tion of :gartnershl:gs X
41. Purchase of a golDg goncern by another firm X X X
L12. Accounting for special partnerships and joint
yel'!ture~ X
43a Agcounting for m~nufactur1ng concerns X X X X
a. Statements and reports for manufacturing
concerns X X X X
b. Cost accounting X-c. The use of the manufacturing account and the
closing of the ledger through manufacturing,
se111ngl and :grofit ~nd loss ~ccounts X X
44. The voucher system of accounting for cash
disbursements X X X X X
45. Payroll problems and deductions for social
secu;t:ltyand ot11er ]'2ur]'2oses X X X X
46. Sinl;l;ingfungs X
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rLlIJ3LE I, CONTINUED
High Schools
~
7.
7
TOJ2ics [8 ff1 ~ ff1ffl c: ~tl E-I ~ <1, 0to "'"' ~ ,-"'; ~ E-,I
11 Reserves forcontingencles X
8• Qomna.;rative12alance sheets X X X
9, Sim12le ma.chlne postiniJ: I X Z;_ ,..- -o. Preparation of statements and reports with xIxaccomparn:ing sunnortlng schedules X X X XIX
1. Making contra entries 4n red ink X X
2. Operation of an adding ma.cbtne or listing
machine X X X X3. Keeping memorandum books, such as petty cash
records, nromlssory note registers. etc. X X X X X X4. M~klng of Federal Income Tax reI20rts X X X X
5. How to 12rel25:1re 12ayrolls X X X
6= Figuring of nercentages X X XL.,J'.1.guringof tr..a,dedlscollnts X X X X X
8. Figuring m~rk-u12 ;;l,B a 12&.rcentaruLof sales urice X X X X
91 E~gur1ng_commlssion8 and b:r::okerage X X
)0. Figuring costs of express, freight, and. parcel
nost sh1.nments X X X X
Qommlting averages X
2c Pre12aring_graJ2hs X X
3. Comnut.1.ng_deDreciation X X X X X X X4...Figuring sim12le interest X X X X X X X
5. Figuring_Qompound interest X X X-6. flank !;UsQount X X X X X
L.. 1heory of nronertv insurance X X X X
8 Life insurance - X X-
9. Operation of a continuous form-feed billing
machine _
O. 012eratioX} of a ke;l-driven c~lculator X X
1. Operation of an automatic, or wheel-driven
calculator
? Operat:1on of one or more bookke eDing macbines-."2. How to f~e tllrnoyer X
.!_~ • Use of short methods in multiplication (aliquot
_. :Qartss etc. } X
5. Averaging accounts
4,
.!_~
4
5
5
5
5
5.
5.
5
5.
5.
5.
6
~l.
6
6
6
6
6
~
-1'6
~~Items starred were not checked by any high school as
included in their course of study, but were included in the check
list to make certain that they would be evaluated by the respond-
ents.
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The Construction o.f the Questionnaire. --In submitting
these topics to a group of competent critics for appraisal, it
was desired that the respondents should know and understand fully
the following facts:
1. That the persons selected to receive check lists
were not selected at random, but were chosen because
of professional standing and expert knowledge.
2. That consideration should be given only to the
vocational and pre-profess ional aspects of the sub-
ject. No mention was made of social, personal-use,
consumer, or recordative objectives.
3. In addition to evaluating the topics listed, the
respondents were to suggest topics, units, or skills
not listed, but which were believed by them to be
essential and desirable in 1:1 high school course in
bookkeeping.
4. That comment and advice on the teaching of this
subject would be of the utmost value in future
revisions of the course of study.
The essential information desired from the respondents
centered in the two questions, "should this topic be taught in
high school?" or 118ho1..,11dthis topic not be taught in high school?"
It was believed, however, that the respondent would be aided in
his own thinking if the questlons could be expanded to include an
analysis of the reasons for excluding topics not considered as
essential and properly included.
The first classification (1) (See questionnaire in
Appendix II) was expected to provide the list of significant
items. The second classification (2) was to be used if the items
were considered essential but better learned on the job. This
second classification was believed to make possible a higher
refinement of the evaluative process by dtscrimlnating between
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items which are essential and must be learned in school and those
which can be better learned after the pupil leaves school.
The third classification (3) permitted the respondent to
disqualify an item as essential, but still to recommend it as
desirable subject matter in the bookkeeping course if it can be
taught. It is probable that certain topics can profitably be
taught because they give exercise in the application of generali-
zations previously learned. Yet, these topics in themselves may
not be considered essential.
The fourth classification (4) is completely negative. The
interpretation of "no value" means that the principle or skill
has no value to a high school student of bookkeeping.
Shortenine: the Q._uestionnaire.--It was obvious that the
quest:lonnaire contained items which everyone would agree should
be included tn a high school course in bookkeeping. Because of
this assumption, and because the check list was rather long, it
was decided to separate from the checked portion of the list
those items which are fundamental in the teaching of the subject.
The nature of the inquiry was such, however, that these
items could not be removed entirely from the list, else the re-
spondent would be forced to add them. It was decided, as a
solution to the problem, to list them in the explanatory section
of the questionnaire, but with a request that any dissenting
opinion as to their essential classification be noted.
As a result of this modification, the original list of
seventy-five items to be evaluated was reduced to fifty.
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Eyaluation of Items Considered Worthy of Empbasis.--It
was considered desirable in the light of the possible use to be
made of the results of the study if the respondents could in-
dicate which of the topics should, in their opinion, receive
more than ordinary emphasis.
This bias in favor of certain items was to be indicated
by encircling the number of the item. In addition, the respon-
dent was asked to write in a general statement any emphasis which
he believed should be placed in the teaching of the subject.
Justification of the Use of the Questionnaire.--In a
discussion of the use of the questionnaire in educat.Lona'Lresearch,
the author writing in Monroe I s Cyclonedia of Educational Resear.Q_h
points out that this method has been criticized when used to col-
lect data dealing with opinions rather than with facts. For such
use, the questionnaire should not go beyond a plan numerical
a.nswer or an answer of ~ or no. Continuing, this author said:
There is still some place, however, for the questionnaire
method, provided the questions are few in number, can be
answered numerically or by "yes" or "no", cannot lead to
any misunderstanding, and can be answered wi t nout.bias, and
leave no loophole for a partial answer. 2
Plan of Circulati.Qll.--Following the preparation of the
questionnaire, a limited number (fifteen) were prepared for
trial circulation. After ten days, during which time ten
2rrhe Questionnaire," A Cyclopedia of Educational Research,
ed; Paul Monroe, Vol. V, p. 99. New York: The M.acmillan Company,
1913.
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of these trial questionnaires were returned properly filled out,
the final draft of the questionnaire (Appendix II) was drawn up
and mailed.
The quest'Lonnaires were mailed with a stamped, self-
addressed envelope enclosed for convenience in replying.
CHAPTER IV
THE SELECTION OF INDIVIDUALS TO BE CIi=\CULARIZED
Qualifications Desired
Knowledge of Sublect Matter of Bookkeeping.--The first
requisite in the qualifications of the individual selected for
interviewing is that he be well informed and educated in the
knowledge of the subject. This knowledge must include not only
the principles of bookkeeping and accounting but also the psy-
chology of the subject and the learning difficulties.
It is de a Lr-abl.e that this acquaintance with the subject
and its nature include a knowledge of current developments in
the entire field. The trend toward mechanized bookkeeping, the
elimination of steps in the handling of office routines, and the
effect of governmental agencies in prescribing accounting prac-
tlces--all suggest the need for advice from indlvlduals who are
thoroughly informed about the current trends and practices.
Knowledge of the Product of the Schools.--Again, the
individual who can make the best contribution toward an evalu-
ation of the topics of the course of study is one who is in a
position to ,judge the training equipment of the graduates of the
bookkeeping classes. He should be able to dlscrimlnate between
occupational requirements which are of immediate importance and
those which are likely to be of more remote value to the
27
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office employee.
Inasmuch as a very limited, but definitely certain,
proportion of the bookkeeping grr':lduatesof a high school attend
college and enter accounting classes in colleges and nniver-
81ties, it Ls obvlously desirable that the needs of these stu-
dents be taken into consideration.
Need for Professional COOj2eration.--Equally important,
of' cour se , is the inclination on the part of the individual to
accept the pr-obl.em as his own and to make the necessary contri-
bution.
This att:1.tude is most likely to be found among groups
which have attained a professional or semi-professional status
comparable to that of the teaching profession. There must, in
other words, be an interest in the problem which grows out of
the wider, social need. In addition, a scientific attitude is
required which causes the individual to recognize the existence
of a problem and to wish to make a contribution toward its
solution.
The Selection of the Groups
Public Accountants.--Fortunately, there are at least two
highly professional groups available in the Indianapolis communlty
which meet all of the requirements stated above. The first of
these is the group of pra.cticing public accountants.
These individuals, through their auditing practices and
through consultative and other services rendered to thelr clients
come into close contact with bookkeeping employees and their work.
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This contact enables them to appraise the occupatlonal equipment
of these workers and to estimate deficiencies and shortages in
their training.
Not only that, but they are fully informed as to the
technical needs in the bookkeeping and accounting field. Their
work includes both the auditing of accounts and the installation
of accounting systems. In both of these areas they are vitally
concerned with problems of personnel.
A second group, which is much smaller in number in the
Indianapolis community, is the National Office Management
Associatlon.1 This association, both in its local and national
activities, has shown a lively interest in the office training
work of the public high schools. "The Association is attempting
to establish a closer relationship between school and office.
A widely used testing program contributes to the realization of
this obje ctive. 112
There are many office managers and employers who are not
members of the National Office Managers Association, but who are
motivated by the same genuine and professional interest in the
business training program of the public high schools.
The public accountants and the group of office managers
and employers of office personnel seemed to be especially well
qualified to participate in the evaluative work.
lOrganized, January, 1941, Mr. F. P. McCune, American
States Insurance Company, Indianapolis, Indiana, President.
2National Ofn ce Management. Association (pamphlet)
Philadelphia: February, 191~2. p, 2.
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College Professors of Account~ng.--It would be expected
that professors of accounting in the colleges and universities
would be j_nterested and sympathetic toward this st.udy, They
are, by profession, interested in the furtherance of research
and scholarship. Many of them were teachers of business sub-
jects 1n the secondary schools before they became professors of
accounting in the college or university. A number engage in
accounting and auditing practice in addition to their teaching
duties. Some of them are assisting in the training of teachers
for the secondary schools. Some are authors of bookkeeping and
accounting textbooks. All of them give instruction in account-
ing to graduates of secondary schools, some of whom have studied
bookkeeping before entering college.
Paul A. Carlson, Professor of Accounting in Whitewater
State Teachers College (Wisconsin), himself a former high school
teacher and an author of a high school textbook in bookkeeping,3
has discovered that I' .•.. college professors of accounting
tend to keep in touch with changing business practices more than
do most high school teachers. ,,4
Because they are constantly teaching the more difficult
phases of accounting, they are probably cognizant of the degree
3Paul A. Carlson, Alva Leroy Prickett, and Handen L.
Forkner, 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting, OPe cit.
4Paul A. Carlson, "Research Shows How to Keep the
Bookkeening Course Practical." The National Business EducatiQll
Quarterly, Vol. IX, No.4, (May, 1941) p, 22.
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of dif'''
!lculty in teaching many of the principles of accounting
and th ie I' opinions as to grade placement would, therefore, be
invaluable.
Finally, the accounting claSS in college is one of the
which the high school student of bookkeeping might
goals toward
be directing
hiS steps. It 1S just as logical to invite the
College professor of accounting to ev~u.te the items of the
course of study of the preparatory work in bookkeeping as it is
to inv·t1. e the public accountant or the office manager.
Results of the Circularization
Accountant!'!..--Aquestionnaire was directed to each pub-
lic accountant listed in the classified advertising section of
the Indianapolis Telephone Directory. Where the listing waS
that of a firm, the questionnaire waS addressed to the manager.
In addition, a limited number of questionnaires waS sent to
public accountants in Chicago and New york. The total number
directed to publiC accountants waS thirty-five. Of tbiS number,
Sixteen returned questionnaires and one replied by let.
ter
wIthOut
completing the questionnaire.
Office Manage~.--Thirty questionnaires were mailed to
Office and personnel managers, fifteen of whOm were taken from
the roster of the membershiP list of the Indianapolis Chapter
or the National Office Management Association. The remaining
ftfteen were selected from a list of well-knOwn office and person-
nelmanagers in Indianapolis. Of thiS number, eleven returned
quest-ionnair
es
and three replied by letter withOut completing the
questionnaire.
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College Professors of Accountigg.--Questionnaires were
sent to fifty-five professors of accounttng in as many colleges
and universities throughout the United states. With the exception
of five questionnaires included in this group which were mailed
as a trial circulation to individuals selected at random from
a list of acquaintances of the investigator, the names were
selected at random from a mailing l:1.stof a publishing cornpany ,
Of the fifty-five questionnaires sent to this group,
twenty-five were returned and tabulated. Appendix III contains
a complete list of the fifty-t.wo lndividuals who r-etur-ne d ques-
tionnaires.
Tabulation of Hesponses
Distr1bution of Classifications.--The first step in the
analysis of the returns waS to tabulate the replies. The result
of th:ts tabulation is shown in TABLE II. This Table showS the
number who evaluated each item under each of the four claSSifi-
cations. The item numbers correspond to the topics listed in
TABLE I, the name of the topic being omitted to save space.
The various items in TABLE II should be read as follows:
for item 28a, there were ten college professors who gave tbis
1tern an evaluation of 1., six who gave it an evaluation of _g,
eight who gave it an evaluation of }, and one who gave it an
evaluation of i. Of the accountants and office managers, four-
teen gave item 2Ra an evaluation of 1, nine gave it an evaluation
of ,g, four gave it an evaluation of d_' and none evaluated it as It.
The final column of the Table shows the totals for both groups.
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TABLE II
RESPONf3ES '1'0 CHECK LIST
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION 0:8' CLA_,SSIFICl'L'TIONS HADE BY TfrlEIilTY-FIVE COLLEGE
PROFESSORS OF' ACCOUlITING .AND TIJENTY -SEVEN ACCOUNTA.W'rS .AJ'.IDOFFICE H.ANAGERS
Ttem No.;::_---~. . Accountants. Etc. Combined Gro\;Q§.College_Epfes sors1 2. 3_ ~ 1\ 1- 2. ~ 1 I) g ?J 4...:.. --26a 2L~ 0 1 0 19*~0 42_ 5 it 0?6b 25 0 0 0 17 0 L~2 r- S 0:)?6c ?1~ 0 1 0 IT S 0 LI-l 5 6 026d 2S 0 0 0 ;:>0 4 ~"3 0 4S 4 -'3 0
26e 2S 0 0 0 19 5 ") 0 44 5 , 0
26r 2S 0 0 0 16 7 ? 2 lj·l 7 2 ?
?6g 24 0 0 0 20 2 , 0 4l~ 2 , Q
'J_7 20 '1 2 0 Ie) 1 7 0 ")9 4 g 0
27a 15 LI- 6 0 18 0 9 0 33 4 15 0
?8 17 '5 S 0 19 ") 2 0 36 6 L_ ~
:?8a 10 6 8 1 VI- 9 4 0 25 IS 12 1
?9 1'1 J C) 0 14 4 6 3 27 7 16 "3
50 16 'j 6 0 20 2 4 1 36 S 10 _l
_j_1 21 1 1 0 is 1 1 0 46 2 2 0
32 8 4 6 7 14 ? -S '5 22 6 11 12
'i-~ 6 5 9 4 12 7 4 ") 18 12 1~ 7
34 14 3 6 0 17 6 3 1 "31 9 9 1
35 8 ") 8 S I") ") 5_ 6 21 6 1'3 11
36 11 5 6 3 17 1 6 2 28 6 12 '5
-37 7 5 11 ? I? 6 8 1 19 11 19 "3
:28 ;:>0 1 "3 1 19 "3 2 1 39 4 r.:; 2
_38a 18 3 "3 1 21 "3 :L 1 '59 6 6 2
")9 12 1 8 4 14 5_ r.:; ") 26 6 1) :1_
40 7 2 8 8 17) r.:; 8 2 20 7 16 10
41 11 ") 6 5 12 6 6 ") 2) 9 12 8
42 1 ) 8 I") 10 7 ") "7 11 10 11 20
43. 8 ) 11 4 17 6 2 1 2S C) 13 _5
1.t~a J 4 -9 5 17" 6 "3 1 24 10 12
__Q
43_b , 5 7 9 1) 6 7 1 16 11 14 10
4:2c 4 4 10 6 I") 7 1!- ) 17 11 14 9
44 IS ) S 2 2'" 2 2 1 37 S 7 -3
45 lL 2 5 1 2-5 4 0 0 40 6 ') 1
46 7 4 6 8 -9 2 10 6 16 6 16 14
47 8 4 6 7 11 "3 C) 4 19 7 15 11
48 lL~ ) 5 ) 20 ? )-\. 1 )4 _5_ -9 4
49 9 8 8 0 12 6 9 0 ?1 14 17 o
50 20 2 2 1 24 2 1 0 421- )+ 3 1--
Frequencies for Each Evaluative Classification
TABLE II, CONTINUED
Irree;ularltles in Tabulation.--A study of TABLE II
reveals a few instances in which the totals for a given item do
not equal the total responses. This apparent discrepancy is
explained by the fact that in some instances respondents did not
place any evaluatton on one or more items. In some of these cases
the respondent placed an interrogation point in place of the
evaluation, while in others the space was left blaru{.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRE'l'A'l'ION OF' RESUL'l'S
Each Item Given An Index of Significance
Conversion of Freauencies to Decile Rankipg.--Before
attempting to interpret the distribution of evaluations, as
recorded in Tp~LE II, it was necessary to convert the ratings
into percentages of the total number replying.
Inasmuch as the use of percentages would represent an
unnecessary refinement in the treatment of the data, the per
cents have been translated into deciles. TABLE III shows the
declle ranking of each item as evaluated by the respondents.
Again using item 28a a8 an example, for every ten col-
lege professors responding, (see TABLE III) four evaluated the
item as 1, two evaluated the item as g, three evaluated the item
as }, and none evaluated it as~. For every ten accountants and
office managers, five evaluated item 28a at 1; three, as g; one,
as }; and none, a8~. For every ten responses from th~ combined
gr01\pS, five evaluated the item as 1; three, as g; two as }; and
none, as ~.
Having interpreted the evaluation in terms of a common
base, these deciles now serve as indexes of significance for each
item. The first, and most important, consideration is naturally
directed to the significance of items in terms of the number of
35
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TABLE III
DECILE RAllli:ING OF BOOKYillEPING COURSE OF STUDY ITEMS .I1S CLA,sSIFmD
BY T'I'iENTY-FIVE COLLEGE PHOFESSORS OF' ACCOmn'IIifGiUID 'I'14EJlYry-
SEVEN ACCOUN'I'Al':rI'S _/.LWDOFFICE NA..NAGERS
Item No. Dec11e Ran~ o~ Each Item_. _. - -
Col1ecr,e Pr-o f'e s s or-s I Accountants, Etc. Combined Groups
1 2 2. 4 1 2 2. 4 1 2 2. 4- - -
2680 10 () 0 0 _I._ ~ 1 0 8 __~. 1 0
2611 10 0 0 0 6 2 2 0 EL_ l 1 I--_Q
_2.6Q_ _;10 __I--Q_ __Q_ _.0 6 l 2 2 0 8 1 1 0
26d 10 0 0 0 ~=f1 1 0 o 1 1 0-__26e __J_Q__ I-_Q__.0 0 2 1 0 8 1 1 0
26f 10 0 0 0 6 "3 1 1 8 1 0 0
26_E 10 0 0 0 7 1 1 0 8 0 1 0
27 8 1 1 0 ..J___ 0 -~ 0 8 1 2 0
i1£)' 6 2 ? 0 . ..L-L. 0 "3 0 6 1 "3 0
28 _L_ ,-_1 :::: 0 7 1 1 0 7 1 1 0
____28_a 4 ? __3_ 0 S "J 1 0 5 _3_ 2 0
2CJ S 1 4 0 C) 1 ~ 1 S 1 "J 1
"JO 6 1 2 0 7 1 1 0 7 1 ? 0
"Jl (3 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 q 0 0 0
22 "3 2 2 "3 C) 1 2 ? 4 1 2 2
33 2 .._ ? 4 2 L~ _3__ 1 1 3 2 3 1
"J4-
f-. -. 6 -- 6 2:6 1 2 0 2 1 0 2 0
3r:: J 1 J ? S 1 2 2 4 1 3 2,6 !'j. 2 2 1 6 0 2 1 C) 1 2 1
"J7 "3 2 4 1 4 2 3 0 L~ 2 1.~ 1
_}8 Q 0 1 0 7 1 1 0 8 1 1 Q\._l
'l8a 7 1 1 0 8 1 1 0 8 1 1 0-
"39 S 0 , ~ S 2 2 1 5 1 j_ 1
40 ") 1 -3 "3 r.:; 2 3 1 4 1 ') 2
41 4 1 2 ? 4 2 2 1 4 2 2 ?
42 0 1 -3 s 4 3 1 -~ 2 2 2 4
43 "3 1 4 2 6 2 1 0 ~I 2 3 1---~ "3 2 lj. ? 6 2 1 __,_9 C) ? 2 14,b 1 ? "3 4 r- C) "3 0 3 2 L ~I
43:c ? 2 /1 ? _5.
"7 1 1 ") 2 ") 2
44 6 1 2 1 8 1 1 0 7 1 1 1lj:S 7 1 2 0 9 1 0 0 8 1 1 0
46 "3 2 ~ "3 ") 1 }+ ? ~_j_ 1 "3 3.
47 "3
--r--.--=-
"3 2 2 4 1 ") 1 2l- 1 ") 2
48 6 1 2 1 7 1 1 0 .: 1 2 1
4ci 4- 2_~__3_ 0 4 2 :2 0 J+ ~- 3 0
r::o 8 1 1 0 9 1 0 0 8 1 1 0
51 4 ? ? 2___2 ") --1-9 -:s "7 ') 1 YS? '5 3 7 .L_ ______r=__._ L..____2 0 1 1 0 6 1 ~
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TABLE ,III ,CON'rINUED
=================== ==============-==================
~Lt8TIl,.J'lo i -------=D:..:e-.;;c-.;::i:;;;l~.;;e;.-Rank0 f Each I t em
College Professors !2.£ouiltants, Etc. Combined Groups
1 2 } 4 1 g } 41 2 } 4-=--r-~+--=~r-~-+~~~~
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c1eciles in column l.A rating of "1" represents the positive
opinion that the item ShDUld be taught in the high school course
in bookkeeping.
Arrang.ing Items in Order of SignificElnce. In TABLE IV,
the items have been arranged in the order of their significance
as measured by the decile ranking of each item. The following
explanation is made to describe the method of constructing
TABLE IV:
The respondents were asked to evaluate each itern as "1"
if they considered this item as essential and believed that it
should be taught in a hlgh school course in bookkeeplng. There-
fore, the number of deciles appearing in column 1 for each group,
and for the combined groups of respondents, is the best measure
of the significance of the items. Using the deciles given in
TABLE III for the combined groups, it is found that four items,
viz., 26d, 31, 56, and 64, have a decile rank of 9 for evalua-
tion "1".
These items are found in TABLE IV with an index of signi-
ficance of "9".
Items of Greatest Slgnificance.--The decision as to what
decile rank constitutes an acceptable degree of significance was
made on a purely arbitrary basis. Inasmuch as a decile rank of
five or above is a ma jort t.y opinion of all respond.ents it was
decided that items receiving thls ranking might properly be
declared highly significant in the opinion of the respondents.
All items in TABLE IV with a decile rank of five or above have
been listed in TABLE V in the order of their significance.
_.
,.....,..--- ~~~- - ~- -.,.....,.,..,----~ ~--
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TABLE IV
COURSE OF' STUDY ITEMS IN BOOKKEEPING ARRANGED IN OEDER OF' SIGl'HFICANCE
Af3 EVALUATED BY COLLEGE EROFESSORS OFA.CCOUNI'ING AIm
ACCOUNTAl~TSI'\,ND OFFICE l'-1ANAGERS
- .= ......=--_- ~ ~.~
Index of I~~ms R.eceJ.ving Each
.§1gnificance
--. - 1-" ----------~Items 1 to 25 inclusive w
10 respondents without
disse
accorded an index of slEn-- - --
9 26d, 31, 56,
64,
-- ----------
2613, 26b, 26c, 26e,
8 3813, 45, 50, 57,
------ -
7 28, 30,
1+4, 48, 5
-
6 2713, 34, 52,
55, 6
--,._ -
2813, 29, 36, 39,
4 -
5 73, 74-- --_.- _--
32, 35, 37, '+0,
ill
4 67.-_ _-
33, 1l..3b, 43c, 46,
51
3 72, 75.-
2 42, 68,
69.
- --
Less than 2 None -
ere accepted by all
nt, and therefore are
ificance of 10.
.._-------
----------------------
26f, 26g, 27, 38,
63.
...---,--------
3, 58, 61, 66.
5.
"3, 43a, 59, 60,
-------------------47, 49, 54,
62, 70, 71,
---------------------
------------------
TABLE V
COURSE O:F' STUDY l'I'EIV13 OF HIGH SIGNTF'ICAlJC'E ARRANGED TN ORDER OF RANK
1\,3 EVlLLUATED BY COLLEGE PROFESSORS OF' ACCOmlTTNCr AIIID
A.CCOUN'I'IIJ.lj"m J-\ND OFFIC'E MANAGERS
===========F-=-'=~=========================='===='==========:===========
Index of
Significance
10 1. Preparation of balance sheets
2. Preparation of statements of profit and loss
3. Theory of double-entry bookkeeping
4. Preparation of a working sheet and classifica-
tion of accounts
5. How to close a led~er
6. Use of purchases or invoice journals
7. Use of sales journals
8. Use of cash receipts journals
9. Use of cash payments journals
10. Making entries for cash discounts
11. Sending monthly statements of account to
customers
12. Handling and proving of cash
13. Accounting for nartnerships
14. Preparation of ~rofit and loss statement with
percentage analysis
15. Pen and ink posting
16. Taking trlal balances; pencil-footlng accounts
17. Ruling ledger accounts (pen and ink)
18. Reconciling bank accounts
19. Figuring and checking extensions on invoices
20. Writing checks and maintaining record of bank
balances
21. Checking postings22. Rullng coLurrms in books of original entry (pen
and ink)
23. Making deposit slips
24. Figuring 1nventories
25. Row to make change
9 26d.How to make periodic adjustments for accrued
expenses31. Subsidiary ledgers and controlling accounts
56. Figuring of percentages
64. Figuring simple interest
8 26a.How to make periodic adjustments for
merchandise inventories
26b.How to make periodic adjustments for deferred
____________~ ~c~h:~a~r~g~,e~s~a~n~~d~expenseiDventor=l~e~s ___
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TABLE V, CONrrINUED
Index of~!!I!::rcanc rroDic or Unt t of Instruction
26c.How to make periodic adjustments for deferred
credits to income
26e.How to make periodic adjustments for accrued In-
come26f.How to make periodic adjustments for estimated
loss from bad debts
26g.How to make periodic adjustments for deprecia-
tion of fixed assets
27. Entries for promissory notes, with and without
interest
38. Accounting for corporations
38a.Dlvidends--how declared and entries for
45. Payroll problems and deductions for social
security and other purposes
50. Preparation of statements and reports with ac-
companying supporting schedules
57. Figuring of trade discounts
. -4_6.~3~.~C~omputingdepr._e_c_i_a_t_o__n __
7 28. Petty cash funds kept by the imprest system
30. Entries for notes receivable discounted
44. The voucher system of accounting for cash dis-
bursements
L~8. comoar-at.iv e balance sheets
53. Keeping memorandum books, such as petty cash
records, promissory note registers, etc.
58. Figuring mark-up as a percentage of sales price
61. Computing averages
66. Bank discount
6 27a.Entries for drafts and trade &cceptances
34. Entries for costs or income applicable to a
previous period
52. Operation of an adding machine or listing machine
55. How to prepare payrolls
65. Figuring compound interest
28a.Handling advances to salesmen and salesmen's
traveling expenses
29. Contingent liabilities in balance sheet
36. Use of the cash-journal or cash-Journal-ledger
(commonly called a synoptic ,journal)
39. Goodwill and other intangible assets, such as
patents
43. Accounting for manufacturing concerns
L~3a.Statements and reports for manufacturing concerns
59 Figuring comm t ssions and brolzerage
60. Figuring costs of express,freight, and parcel
post shipments
73. How to figure turnover
74. Use of short methods in multiplication (aliquot
__ . ~ __ .~_--=-parts, etc.)
5
Of the items listed in rrABLE IV as having an index of
significance of five or above the following were rated by the
College Professors as less than five: items 28a, 36, 43, 43a, r5~) '"
Accountants and Office Managers rated at les8 than the
fifth decile only item 59.
Of the items in the combined rating which were below the
fifth decile, none were considered by the College Professors as
belongin~ above the fourth decile. On the other hand, the Ac-
countants and Office Managers considered that the following
should be at the fifth dectl.eor above: items 32, 35, 40, 67,
43b, 430.
Whereas the agreement between the two groups seems to be
very close, it t s obvious that the Accountants and Office lIIan-
agers evaluated the items of the check list generally higher than
did the College Professors of Accounting. It is apparent that
the former group rated a higher percentage of the items of the
check list as essential than did the College Professors. This
is shown by the following tabulation:
TABLE VI
COMPAFUSON OF'RA1'INGS UNDER I'l'EM1 OF COLLEG-E F'ROF'ESSORS
AND ACCOUNTANTS AND OFFICE MANAGERS
Number of items rated as
the same for both groups
"Ill in which the deciles were. . . . . . . . '" .. . . ,. 13
Number of items rated as "1 II in which the deciles for
the College Professors exceeded the other group. 17
Number of 1terns rated as til" in which the deciles for the
Accountants and Office Managers exceeded the other group. 32
Listing of Omltted Topics or Shortages.--Of even greater
interest to the investigator than the evaluation of the topics
listed on the check list are the suggestions from the respondents
of topics which should be included and which were not listed in
the Indianapolis courses of study.
In comments written on the questionnaires and in personal
letters accompanying the questionnaires there were a number of
suggestions made. Many of these were quite general t.nnature.
From the enttre list there were fourteen which were sufficiently
specific to record. They have been listed in TABLE VII.
Because each of these items represents the opinion of
only one of the respondents, it is not possible to add them to
the items in TABLE V and declare that they oonst.Lt.u te in the
opinion of the respondents an ideal course of study. It would be
necessary to re-submit the items in TABLE VIr to the respondents
for an evaluation before they could be so incorporated in the list
of approved topics.
'I'he y do have value , however, because of the manner in
which they were produced. They represent the studied judgment and
impression of individuals who are in a position to observe the
shortages or deficiencies existing among the product of the public
high schools. They were listed after the individual had opportun-
ity to check items representing the existing course of study.
They should be given very careful consideration by teachers and
committees undertaking to revise the bookkeeping course of study.
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TABLE VII
rrOPICS NOT LISTED IN INDIANAPOLIS HIGH SCI-IOOL COURSES
IN BOOKKEEPING WHICH ONE OR MO::m E(ESPONDENTS
BELIEVED SHOULD BE TAUGHT
----------- -----.~========~==========~==============- -~--.
1£]2i c_§:!.33§8ted
Definition of Real and Nominal Accounts
Budget making
Student record keeping
Home budgets and accounting
Business English
Analysis of proprietorship sectlon of balance
sheet
Difference between cash and accrual basis of
accountlng
AnalYSis of statements
Improvement of handwriting
Interpretation of financial statements
Entries to correct errors
Probable causes of errors in trial balance, such
as transpos~~ions, slides, cross posting, etc.
Transportation charges end how allocated
Statement of application of funds
.--------------~--.--.---------
BV Vfuom
1 professor
1 professor
1 professor
1 Drofessor
1 accountant
1 professor
1 professor
1 professor
1 professor
1 accountant
1 professor
1 professor
1 accountant
1 accountant
Suggestions and advice of college professors.--profe88or
P. O. Selby stated that the preparation of a working sheet has
its Lmpor-t.arice generally over-rated. Professor H. W. Kendrick
said, "Teach them double entry accrual accounting and you will
have done a good job. II Professor C. R. M1swonger reports, liThe
greatest weakness of students is in simple arithmetic, fractions,
per cent, estimating and testing reasonableness of solutions to
arithmetic problems."
j_~5
Professor Geoffrey Carmichael advocates more problems on
the closing of the books without ruling ledger accounts, and with
b a'l arice sheets and statements of profit and 1038 required.
Professor H. D. Fasnacht said, "More than anything, we
people in college want people better tra:i.ned in mathematics. "
Mr. Charles H. Langer is of the opinion that one can go
too far in high school with many of the topics which he marked
as e s sent i a'l and should be taught ("111).
Suggestions and advice of accountants and office
manar;ers.--Mr. D. L. Holsinger said, "We believe a pupil with
accuracy, neatness and speed, plus a general knowledge of the
fundamental principles of bookkeeping, has the best chance of
obtaining a position and advancement. 11
Mr. James C. Rose stated, "It appears to me that the sub-
jects listed are e_'enerally advanced for a hifth school student.
From mv experiences, many college graduates have not m stered
these subjects. I have always considered that a hi .h school
course in bookkeeping was valuable for those students t.nat. would
!?pi specialize in accountlng in college and that it would merely
include fundamental double entry work. It is my opinion that
under present circumstances an accountant needs a full background
of general educatton before specializing in accounting. He should
get this s pecial accounting study in his last years of college.
His high scbool and pre-business college work should be very
broa9: and general. "
Mr. John J. Joyce says, "Simplify and intenSify the
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subjects taught." Mr. S. A. Tomlinson asks for more emph!)sis
on the taking of trial balances.
Mr. R. B. Parrish suggests, II. • • • a very thorough
treatment of fundamentals (f~Lrst twenty-five topics) rather than
to cover the complete outline, II Mr. H. L. Fahrney and Iv!r. Freeman
A Leas concur in this viewpoint. Mr. Harlan B. Livengood advo-
cates a more thorough study of the cash-journal system, believing
that separate purchase, sales, r-ece Lpt s , and disbursements jour-
nals are in most instances now obsolete. He continues, IIFew new
bookkeepers seem to know how to keep petty cash funds by the
imprest system. 11
Mr. Gustave C. Klippel, -- "My experience has shown that
most h1gh school graduates have a vague idea of many of these
things, but no workable idea on any. Grad_uates start as begin-
ners and should know the details and mechanics well. II
Mr. E. D. Curtis suggests, "gr-eat.er' emphasis on Simple
applications of theory, such as sole proprietorship, rather than
attempti ng to touch upon so many topi cs , II
Mr. Carman G. Blough believes that a number of items in
the check list are best treated in courses beyond the high school.
He would exclude machine accounting entirely from the course.
Training in bookkeeping machines may have vocational value, but
does not aid in the understanding of bookkeeping.
Mr. Robert N. Dedaker writes, "Public a.ccountants are
inclined to assume that the scope of the bookkeeper's activities
ends with the trial balance and that paper work beyond tl1is point
requires accounting training or experience. • • • • Many of the
)+7
younger bookkeepers do not appear to realize that the books present
accumulated data covering the purchasing, the receivinp:, the stock
keeping, the timelteeping, the payroll, the shipping and credit and
collection activities of the business even if all of these may be
handled by a single individual."
"Another pOint," continues Mr. Dedaker, "which may be
worthy of consideration might be a more thorough understanding of
transportation charges. The average bookkeeper will have many
transportation charges to handle throughout the year. Some of
these should be absorbed in the company's expense while others
should be charged to the purchaser of merchandise or deducted
from the invoices of the suppliers. Many of the items are not
handled properly by bookkeepers who might be fairly considered
careful and efficient employees."
Mr. J. B. Baerncopf finds many of the items too difficult
and advanced for high school study, although some of the problems
related to accounting could be touched upon lightly, He mentions
the growing importance of the statement of application of funds to
show "what has become of the profit?" and believes that this state-
ment could be taught to high school students in connection with
the analysis of the balance sheet.
Attitude of Respondents toward Items I to 2S.--There
seemed to be no objection on the part of the respondents to the
plan of separating items 1 to 25 and assuming that they would be
automatically classified as "essential." Several respondents
wrote "O.K." across these items. Mention has already been made
of the suggestion which came from several respondents that the
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schools would do well to emphasize these items, probably to the
exclusion of the others.
Notice should be taken of the reference made by P. O.
Selbyl to item 4 in this group, viz., the preparation of a work-
ing sheet and classification of accounts. The work sheet i8 an
accountant's device and there may be justifiable criticism for
over-emphasizing its use in high school bookkeeping. Certa1nly,
while the pupil is constructing work sheets he is not making
entries, and the latter may be more important to him. It is
recognized that the work sheet has value as a teaching device.
1meland supports this view, but seems to agree with Professor
Selby in his general attitude when he said:
In technical bookkeeping it is probably necessary to
present the work sheet since practically all of the text-
books have gone into lengthy discussions of its importance.
Probably it is important, bl t surely not as important as
these textbooks and many teachers would like US to believe.
It is in most cases considerably over-taught. The importance
is very much over-emphasized, probably due to its presence
in the text material and the request for a work sheet in
every problem after it is introduced. It is a good 'teachlng
device' but not a necessity for the small business. 2
Of the second part of item 4, viz., classification of_
gscounts, there was no criticism. The first item listed in
TABLE VII (topicS which were not listed, but which respondents
thought should be taught) is "Definition of Re aL and Nominal
Accounts." It must be assumed that the respondent making this
suggestion was asking for a better mastery of the classification
ISee p. 4L~.
2Howard E. Wheland, "Practica1 Suggestions for Improving
Instruction in the Technical Bookkeeping Course," The National
Business Education Quarterl) (Improving Instruction in Bookkeep-
ing), IX-2, (December, 1940 , p, 23.
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of accounts. The use of the terms, Real and Nominal is probably
not as acceptable as the terms, Assets and Egui ties and Revenue
accounts.3 It 1s concluded, therefore, that the use of the work
sheet is just ifiable where it contributes to a mastery of the
classification of accounts, but that it should not be over-taught
to the exclusion of other materials which are more fundamental.
Attitude of ResDondents toward Items 26 to 75.--In their
informal comments, a number of the respondents advised that the
high school bookkeeping work should be limited largely to the
fundamentals of bookkeepiTI[.!--tothe taking of the trial balance--
and should not invade the field of accounting. Yet, in evaluating
the items urd er-No. 26 (a to g) the respondents were almost unanl-
mous in rating this item as "1". It is known that adjustment
entries are rather diffj_cult to teach to high school students.
Sipe discovered that questions involving adjustments were missed
most often in the Indiana high school bookkeeping contests con-
ducted at Ball State Teachers COllege.4 The only conclusion which
can be reached is that the respondents are of the opinion that a
knowledge of adjustment entries is essential to perform the
routine work of ent.ert ng daily transactions. This suggests the
principle that a bookkeeper will do better work as a bookkeeper
if he has a fairly good knowledge of accounting principles.
3W• A. Paton, Essentials of Accounting. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1938, pp. 42-93.
4J• Marvin Sipe, "Results of Bookkeeping Instruction in
Indiana High Schools as Revealed by Objective Tests Given at the
District and State Contests in 1928 and 1929." Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Indiana University, 1930.
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Item 27 and Item 273. should probably receive further study
before completing the revision of the course of study. Item 27,
entries for promissory notes, has an index of significance of
eight. Item 27a, entries for drafts and trade acceptances was
given an index of significance of seven by the accountants, but
only six by the college professors of accounting. Nr. Baerncopf
sald, "the student should know how to make entries for notes
receivable, and particularly for drafts and trade acceptances. II
On his questionnaire, Mr. M. F. Watson, of th~ Bowes Seal Fast
Corpora,tion said, "We have never had an inexperienced employee
come to us who had any knowledge whatever of making out sight
draft bills of lading. They do not seem to comprehend what it
i 8. II
Item 28, petty cash funds kept by the im~rest system,
should, in the ooinion of one college professor and three accoun-
tants,receive special emphasis. Its index of significance t s
seven. After developing the general principle governing the
establishment and replenishment of an lmprest fund, it would seem
to be good pedagogy to apply this generalization to a new, but
s1milar s1tuat ion. This opportunity is offered in the problem
of advances of expense funds to traveling salesmen (Item 28a).
This item received an index of significance of only four from
the college professors, l)ut was evaluated sufficiently high by
the accountants to keep it in the fifth decile for the com-
b ined gl"'oup.
Item 32, making the balance sheet In double account form
to show working capital, received a decile rankiD[',of only three
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from the college professors, f4ve from the accountants, and four
from the combined groups. From comments made on the question-
naires, it appear's that the ob j ect ion was to the construction of
the balance sheet in the double account form. 1';Ir.Blough rated
the item as fOU12.,tndLcat t ng that it had no value to high school
students. Mr.' Baerncopf believes that the student should learn
somethine; about worklng capltal and how to determine its amount
from an analysis of the balance sheet. It is problematic whether
a separation of the double account form of the balance sheet from
the working capital might have produced a higher rating for work-
:1.ng capi tal.
Item 33, entries for transactions involving extraneous
profits and losses (not to be included in the statement of profit
and loss) received a low rating. Certain respondents indicated
that they were not clear as to what waS meant. Concerning item
3"1-, entries for costs or income applicable to a previous period,
Mr. Blough assumed that students would be taught to charge or
credit these amounts to Surplus, which is the correct assumption.
Mr. Blough stated, however, that the correct treatment is to
carry these ltems through the current profit and loss account,
provided they are not so large as to distort. Even though item
34 received a decile ranking of six, it should be said that both
items 33 and 34 should be undertaken in a high school course in
bookkeeping with some care. Item 34, especially, is affected by
the rulings of the United States Federal Income Tax Division.
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There was cons LderabLe unanimity about items 113, 43a,
43b, and J-I-3c--alldealing with account ine;for manufacturing
establishments. A number of the accountants jot ned with J.r,r.
Curtis in stating that these subjects must receive special
treatment in courses beyond the high school and should not be
attempted on the high school level. Some who rated them as
essential qual tfied thetr rat 1ng by 1nsert 1ng the words, "on
a very elementary basis. 'I The final rating shows that, in the
opinion of the respondents, a very elementary treatment could
be given of manufacturing, accourrts (items 1+3 and l+3a) , but
that cost accounting (i ternL~3b) and anything beyond that should
not be included in a high school course.
It is noted that the items related to business arith-
metic were all considered significant. Percentage (item 56)
and Simple interest (item 64) were in the ninth decile. There
was no difference of opinion as between the college professors
and the accountants in the evaluation of these arithmetic items.
Item 52, the operation of an adding macbine or Ilsting
machine, should in the opinion of both groups, be included in
the course. None of the other items having to do with mech-
anized bookkeeping were considered significant. The group sup-
ported Mr. Blough's conclusion that machine operation is an
occupation in itself and has nothing to do with learning book-
keeping.
Length of Time Required for Tonics of High signifi-
Qance.--Because the topics approved by the respondents for the
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high school course in bookkeeping are mainly vocational, they
will require more than one year of instruction for their mastery.
There is evidence to support the conclusion that vocational book-
keep..in"', t- l' ti f t 1 t t_ -eo Sl!.oU .. Q con nue or a" eaS wo years.
In a survey which :i.ncludedthe problems of bookkeeping
teaching in the publiC schools of St. Louis and Pittsburgh, the
survey staff, representing the Institute of Educational Research,
Columbia. University, recommended that the bookkeeping courses in
these c1tiSf.lcontinue for two years.5 The survey staff operating
in these cities agreed that one of the functions of education is
to prepare persons to enter upon and to advance in an occupation.
Bookkeeping wlll lerve thiS function provided, says the re~rt,
"
• • • • that the training has been well done and provided that
it is related to the kind of boo~e.ping that goes on in tbe
busj_ness firms of the community. 116
AvailabiE ty of _Text Materials. --An examination of two
textbookS in accounti~7 r.ve~s tbat, for the most part, t~
topic. of high significance are adequately treated. In the
judgment of the 1nvestigator, t~ followIng topiCS would require
materials other than that l.ncluded In the two bookS examined:
5Haroden L. Forkner,Rubllc Soh ls of st. LouiS
zanis Monofxraph 53:, pp. 20,
Publishing Compa.ny, 19LI1.
6Ibid., P. 34 •.;..-- -
A_Study of Business Ed1,lcatlonin t,bQ
M sso ri and Pittsb.lJIgh_,_pennsyl::;:
33. Cincinnati: south-western
7Patll A. Carlson, Alva Leroy Prickett, and Hamden L.
Fo rkner , 20th century Bookke epi!JZ and Account ins- 0P. cit.James o. McKinsey and Edwin B. Piper, )lgokkeeping and
Aceounti!JZ. Cincinnati: south-western Publishi~ Company, 1?38.
Vols. I and II.
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Preparation of profit and 10s8 statement with percentage
analysis
Preparation of statements and reports wl th accompanying
supporting schedules
Advances to Salesmen and salesmen's traveling expenses
Of the topics sugge s t ed by respondents which are no t
included in the check list, the following items are not properly
treated in the two textbooks examined:
Business English
Analysis of proprietorship section of balance sheet
(Surplus statement)
Cash and accrual basis of accounting
Probable causes of errors in trial balance
Transportation charges and how allocated
Statement of application of funds
Next Steps in Revising the Bookkeeping Course of Study.--
As pointed out on page 7 of this dissertation, the evaluation of
the topics in terms of their vocational value is only one of the
steps :l..nthe determining of a course of study wht ch might merit
t.he rat lng--outstanding. There is need for giv ing a ttent ion to
the other aspects and objectives of bookk eep l ng as a subject in
the secondary schools. Finally, there must be applied philo-
sophical research of the highest order.
Even then, the work is not fjnishe d, for like education
itself, the course of stUdy is not static. Lomax referred to
the need for testing deductively the results of studies of this
kind when he said:
Most persons who have engaged in formal r-esear-cbi rg of
bookkeeping instruction have stopped with the ir 1illuct1vely
derived generaliz~tions, and have not undertaken the usually
much more difficult task of deductively evaluating those
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finding.s on the proving gro1J.nd of practical expe r-Le nce ,
'This s i tU;;Lt'LOnis analogous to an airplane industry which
would inductively arrive at certain supposed improvements
in an airplane model, and then would not bother abcu t deduc-
tively test~ng such changes under hard and practical flying
co nc LtLo ne , ,_)
Dr. Lomax points out that needed research into the oon-
tent of bookkeeping courses is so comprehensive and costly that
it can be car-r-Le d out only by an QITl1nizatloD wi t.h adequate
a
financial backing, J
It is hoped that minor investig'ations of this k Lnd may
serve to test t.e chrn.que s and to suggest procedures.
8:Paul S. Lomax, "Needed :::::essal"ch in Bookkeeping Instruc-
tion," The r8,ti..Q!illL21L~j.nes8 Educatlon ,...Qllarterly (Improving
Instruction in Bookkeeping) IX - 2, (December, 1940), p. 11.
9 Ibid., p. 13.
.-------.----~~ -~- "- ..._-----
CHAPrER VI
CONCLUSIONS A~nSING F'HOM THE STUDY
Findings
Conclusions Based on the Study.--Current periodical and
recent textbook lit.era.t.ur-edo not reveal a very widespread activ-
lty in the study of the content of courses of study in book-
keeping. It is common knowledge that teachers have a tendency
to teach what is printed in the textbooks. For a subject as
old 80S bookkeeping, the content has tended to become fixed. It
has be en refre sh.ing, therefore, to attack a problem whi ch,
though difficult, is quite in need of discussion and solution.
The following conclusions seem to be supported by data
included in the foregoing pages:
1. l,IVhereschool administrators and supervisors are
attempting to evaluate the items wmcn mak e up a voca-
tional course of study, t.hey can expect bus inese and
pr'oresej.ona'l people wor-ki ng in the same, or in a
related field, to respond willlnely to reasonable re-
quests for assistance in such evaluation.
2. In submittlYlI!topics for such evaluation and in
seeking to discover shortages in an existing course of
study, it is better to submit, if possible, all topiCS
for LncLu a Lon, For whatever the cause, the respondents
are more likely to do a conscientious job in evaluating
submi tted topics than they are to suggest new and omitted
topics.
3. Evaluations of the type reported here are not in
themselves sufficient for determining the content of a
course of study. They must be supplemented by phllo-
80phical research and by adherence to established stand-
ards for constructi..ngacceptable courses of study.
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4. In any future revision of the bookkeepln~ courses
of study in the Indianapolis high schools- tl;e items ~.n
TABLE V may be considered for inclusion with the knowl-
edge that they have be en rated essential by a majority
of the fifty-two persons responding. The 'items in
TABLF~VII may be considered for inclusion with the knowl-
edge that these are the only ~ta~ suggested by any
of the respondents.
5. In the opinion of the respondents, bookkeeping stu-
dents should be taught to operate an adding or listing
machine, but no other bookkeeping machines of any kind
are recommended. In the opinion of the respondents, the
operation of these machines constitute a separate occupa-
tion and bear no relation to the mastery of~the theory ~of
bookkeeping.
6. College professors of accounting would include fewer
topicS in high school bookkeeping than would accountants
and office managers, but there is no notable difference
of opinion between the groupS in their appraisal of the
topics of the bookkeeping course of study.
7. Current textbookS in bookkeeping for secondary schoolS
would need to add a few items and give added treatment to
a few more in order to cover all of the topics considered
essent ial by the respondents.
8. On the basiS of thiS study, it is concluded that the
course 8 of study in the Indianapolis high schools contain,
in the composite, some topiCS which sho1J.ldbe omitted, and
that some of the high schools should reduce the number of
t.opfce taught.
9. In practically nO instance did a majority of the
respondents condemn an item of the course of study as hav-
ing no value to high .c~ol students. The issue seemed to
be~drawn on tbe question of expediency as to time and place
to learn the principle or skill.
10. TopiCS related to businesS aritb~etic received a
uniformly hig,h rating from the responlents, inHcating that
the se knowledges have a higb significance for bookkeepers.
11. The number of the topiCS of high significance and their
vocational cbaracter are such that at least two yearS of
bookkeeping instruction will be required to master the
material.
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1:1ecommendations
Suggestions and Recommendations.--In keeping with the
conclusions and findings of this study, the following sugges-
tions and recommendations are made:
1. That a series of councils be held with business and
professional men and women to discuss the topics as
evaluated and reported in this study, and to evaluate the
additional topics suggested for inclusion (see Table VII).
2. That a representative committee of teachers of book-
keeping take the findings of this series of councils and,
in the light of criteria set up by the curricultun labora-
tory at Teachers college, Columbia University, attempt to
construct a new course of study for bookkeeping for use
in the Indianapolis high schools.
3. That pupils electing bookkeeping In the high schools
be required to complete prereauislte courses in business
arithmetic, and that they be encouraged to continue con-
currently courses in mathEmatics.
4. That two years of high-school bookkeeping be offered
in each of the Indianapolis high schools.
5. That studies similar to this one be conducted in
other fields, i. e., for the development of courses for
medical secretaries in cooperation with physicians and
nurses; for the train:l..ngof secretarles and registrars
for colleges and universities, in cooperation with schools
of higher learning; for the training of draftsmen, in
cooperation with the engineering profession and with shop
managers.
APPENDIX I
i.rsr OF' PUBLIC HIG-H SCHOOLS IN INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
'NIT1-1 HEAD OF COMMERCIAL DEPAHTMENT IN EACH SCHOOL
19lj·2
Head of Commercial
De£§:rtment
SHOH'I'RIDCrE HIGH SCHOOL • to " • • • Howard T. Wood
MANUAL Tl~AINING- HIGH SCHOOL • • • • • Wilbur S. Barnh'-'rt
ARSEN_tU. TECHNICAL .SCHOOLS . . . . . F. H. G-ille<:'I'l-,1e
BROAD [=tIPPLE HIGH SCHOOL • • • • "~Wini fred Wes t
GEORG-E WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL . . . Russell R. McClurg
CRISPUS ATTUCKS HIGH. SCHOOL • . . . . Mrs. Anna B. Dawson
THOMAS CARR HOW'.2: HIGH SCHOOL • • • • ~~Margaret E. Forcht
*Chairman of Department
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APPENDIX II
SA.J.\tlPLE QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN 'rHE srrUDY
EV.ALUATI~ STUDY OF THE INDIANAPOLIS HIGH SCHOOL
COURSES IN BOOKKEEPING
Conducted by Wilbur S. Barnhart
EXPL.~TATORY STATEMENT
We are asking for the assistance of a selected group of professional people in
an evaluative study of the Indianapolis high school course in bookkeeping. Our
assumption is that the subject of bookkeeping is taught in the high school princip~lly
because of its va'Lue in preparing pupils to fill c orta.i.nclerical. occupations, such
as bookkeepers. caShiers, clerks (except clerks in stores), and similnr positions.
We consider that it has val.uo , also, as a foundation courso in general business
education and as preparation for mbre advanced study in accounting and auditing.
Herc is n list of topics or skills which aro tnught in somo or in all of tho
Ind lanapoLt.shigh schools as a part of tho bookkeoping or r oLc.tod cour scs, You arc
asked to ovalunto each of those items as possible topics for study in high school
bookkeeping classes.
Then, if there ar o any tOllics,principles, or skills which are not included in
this list, and which you believe should bo t.augh t nnd omphasized in high school
bookkeeping c'l assos, will you ploD.se add these ~:rt the end of the check list.
Your evaluation of the topics, your listing of omitted topics, and any advico
as to content or mothod in the tcaahing of this importnnt subject will be of utmost
vnlue in the revision of our courses of instruction. An envelopo is enclosed for
your reply.
Respectfully yours
March 18, 1942 viilbur S. Barnhar t
112.i£: In order to reduce tho number of itoms on tho check list the following twonty-
five tapics nre not included among the items to be rated. ThosQ topics nre quito
generally accepted ns properly bolonging in tho bookkeeping courso. Any dissenting
opinion on those twenty-five topics should bo presented on page four.
TOPICS AND UNITS OF INSTRUCTION GElr.mRALLY ACCEPTED AS BELONGING IN A
HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING COURSE
of bnlr-ncoshoots 14. Pr epara'tLon of profit nnd loss stato-
of stntomonts of profit mont with porcentage anv.lysis.
15. Pen nnd ink posting.
16. Taking trinl bal.ancos; pencil-footing
acccunt s ,
17. Ruling ledger nccounts (pen nnd ink)
18. Rcqonciling bnrut accounts
19. Figuring and chocking extensions on
1. Prcpar-at ion
2. Proparation
and loss
3. Theory of double-entry bookkeeping
4. Preparation of D. ",orking sheet and
clnssifico.tien of nccounts
5. How to closo 0. ledgor
6. Use of purchasos or invoice journals
7. Use of sales journals
8~ Usc of cash recoipts journnls
UsO of cash payments journals
Mnking entrios for cash discounts
Sending monthly st.at.cmcnts of accounf
to customers
Handling and proving of cash
Accounting for partnership~
20.
12.
13.
23.
24.
25.
invoLcos,
Writing chocks and maintaining rocord
of 'b ank bnlnnccs
Checking pes tings
Ruling columns in books of eriginal
entry (pen and ink)
Moltingdopes it slips
Figuring inventories
How to mako Chango
9.
10.
11.
21.
22.
2
TOPIOS AND UNITS OF INSTRUCTION TAUGHT IN J300KKEEPIHG CLASSES
IN THE DJDIANAPOLIS HIGH SOHOOLS
Instructions for rating the topics-
Please evaluate the topics by writing the figure I, 2, 3, or 4 after each item.
Write: 1. - if the topic is essential and should, in your opinion, be
studied in high school.
,g - if the topic is essential, out is better learned on the .job .
.!2. -- if the topic is not essential, but could be studied in high
school with profit.
1: - if the topic has no value and should not be taught in high
school bookkeeping classes.
26. How ito make periodic adjustments for:
a. Morchandifo InventorieS"
Rating
b. DefGned char~es and expense inventories
c. Dofbrred crodits to income
d. kccruod expenses
f. Estimatod loss fr:om bad debts
g.• DcproC'iatioQ, o ff fi:qg. a.s sc t s
27. Entries :eDlT promissory notes I with and without intefost
a. Entries f~.~afts an9- trade acccp~9:nces
28. Pctty; cash. f~~ kppt by the improst syst'em
~2~9~.__~O~ont~·~·~in~l~~.n~t-~lti~a~b~i~1~it~~~·e~s~in~.~t~h~e_b~a~·l~a~n~c~o~s~h~q,o~t~-------- ------
~'I ~~a:tDRc0s to salesmen and sa.Lc smcn!§ traV'Clin~ expenses
30. Entries for notes recoivable discounted
31. SubsidiarY lode:ers ano. controllln,g accounts
32. Makirrg the halanco sheet in doublo account form showing working
canital
33. Entr-ies for transactione. involving oxtraneonsprofits and losses (not
included in the statement of profit and logs)
34. Entries for costs or income app.LrcabLo to a provious period
35. CloSing the ledger through 3. salling or trnding account with not
tradin~ urofit carriod to nrofit and loss aCCDunt
36. Usa oil tho ~,sh-~ournal or ca.sh+jo'ur'nn.Lledger (commonly cnlled a
synoptic ,journal.
TO,Ric .9.t Unit of Instruction --·-1Rat~~.---.. .__ .,
37~ Construction of a departmentalized stt'tement of profit and loss- .-- I
38. Ac:c(')untingfor corl'ora.tions I._- ~- -I ., .._-
a. Dividends--how declared and entries for I---
39. Goodwill and other intangible assets, such e.s..EQ.ten~s ---
40. Liquidation of 8. business enterprise and the disposition of profits
and losses in. liguidation of partne~il)S . ~-
41. Purchase of a going concern by another bousiness firm. --- --
42. .Accounting for special partner'Rhips ~joint ventures
43. Accounting for manufacturing concorno
"
a, Statements and reports for~ufa~turing concerns
b~ Cost accountin~
c. The use of the Tt1{;3.nufacturingaccount and the closing of the
.led&er through manu,facturing . §elling, and ErQfit and loss accoun!L_
44. The vouche:r syotem of accou..ntingfor cas n disbursements
45, Pa;x:rollproblems and deductions for social securitx and other p,ut'J?osos
46. Sinking funds _._
47 • Reserves for contingonc~es -
.sa.. CJ:lJrlPare.tivo b alaI).cesho.1§ -"
1.?t. Simplo mac hino posting _- ---
50" Preparation of statements and roports with 1.1ccompanyingsu.pporting
~chQdyJ.QS -
J2.L_ 1-1ak~ngcontra entries in red ink -,
52. Oporation of an adding machine or listing machf.no
53. Keeping memorandum books, such as petty c as h r-cc o rds promissory noto
rogisters, etc. --
54, Hakin~ of Federal Income Tax rCE,orts
55. How to propnre payrolls .-
56 Figuring of nercont~gcs
52. Il~dng 91' trndo di§coyp,ts -
58 'Fit2U.rinemnrk-up as a 'Dorcontago of sal.os prico
3
(Continue on next pngc)
~\.---~~~~~==
I -r-~~~------------~4~----------------~
Topic .2£ .:1In.ll of Instruction5~9:-~F~.~=~==-..::=:_:=--======----------------~-'Ra~~~~
_ .1guring commiss ions and brolccrage--_..::::~:::..::.:.::::......::..::.::::.:.:::.::::..:::.:~~:::::.:~~~.::::~-----.----.---60 .--------.- ----
1-. Figuring costs of express, freight I ['nd parcel post shipments
1~6__1_.~C~o~m~p~u~t~i~n~g~~~L~1v~e~I~'r~§~'"o~'~Q~-------------------------------
------------
I~. Preparing graphs_--.£:.:.::::..::.:.:.s~~-----------------.~-..
I ~. Computing depreciation~~-------------I
H. FigurinG simple interest j
~ FiGuring compound interest
~7.__T~h__e_o_r~y~Q~f_£p~r~0~p~o~'r~t~Y~1~·n~s~u~r~C~ln~c~o-----------------------------------~_------~I
66. Bank discount__T._~=:'_'::::'::'::':::;:_~:'::_---------.--------- .--.-----....J ----
~. Life Insuranco------~~~~~-------------------------
69, Opt;ration of a continuoUS form-foed billing machino
1..9, Operation of a kOy_driy~lcu1ats. ---------------l-----1
,11. Opor2,tion of cen automatic I or whcol-dri von calculator.
:~. Opor8tion of one or moroboolckecping m8chines
_.------1----....1
I~. How to fi~o turnovor----~~ ~~~~~------------------------------------~
2_4. Us0 of short methods in mul t i pliec,t ion (cl iquot perts• etc.)------~~~~~=-~-- »
!~. Averaging accounts
I~ your opinion. should on,y topic lis ted ebove reeei vo grooter "ttontion in tho
h1gh school bOokkeeping course than it now seems to be rocci vjngl If the
nnswor is "yes", plons e go b,\Ok end onel rele tho nwnbor to thO loft of toot topic.
W'l
1 1 you. ploc.s
o
list bolow ony topic which you bolievo should. be added, or err:;
S~ill which should rocoivo gre",tor nttontion in tho high school booklwepin£ ccurs o,
2§..
7,7r.
, :;:-.----'--------
You nrc invito
d
to mnke oomments of a genercl nature. Usc n "eporde sheet if
nocossary.
Signod------------------------------------
Official Pos i tion ~------~-------------
2.:rm..__--~------------- ~~ ..~=-=---:-.-:.:.. :.;-=-::::::::::~..::.:-..;..;.- :::-_;:_-;_..~.:;:::::;:::::::r -~~
APPENDIX III
NAIVIES OF RESPONDEN'rS WITrl POSITIONS HELD
State Teachers College, Kirksville, Mo.
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College,
Charleston, Illinois
Spring Hill College, Spring Hill, Ala.
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
Colorado state College of Education,
Greeley, Colorado
114 Charles A. Fisher John B. stetson University, DeLand, Fla.
115 D. M. Beights University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
118 L. E. Campbell Emory University,Emory University, Ga.
119 A. L. Prickett Indiana Universi ty, Bloomington, Ind.
120 Willard N. Anderson Valparaiso Universl ty, Valparaiso, Ind.
121 G-ertie Gray Balcer University, Baldwin City, Kansas
123 John G. Blocker Universlty of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
124 Robert D. Haun University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
126 E. A. Saliers Louisiana state University, University, LL130 W. V. Cheek southwest Missouri State Teachers College,Springfield, Missouri
Miami Uni versit y, oxford, Ohio
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.UniverB i ty of pennsylv ani a, 1JIlhartonSchool
Philadelphia, Penn.University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
west Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
Indiana university, Bloomington, Ind.
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.
Manchester College, North Manchester, Ind.
I. College Professors
of Accounting
103 P. O. Selby
ro« 17' 1 S Di"_)r~<'1r'. ckerson
107
110
112
113
Kermit Hart
H. W. Kendrick
Cecil puckett
A. o. Colvin
138 C. R. Mlsownger
ll~o R. B. Cowin
144 w. E. Scott
147 George E. Olson
149 Charles E. Crouch
152 Henry B. Cooley
153 George A. Wagoner154 Geoffrey Carmichael
155 L. G. Mitten
I I. PubliC Accountants
1 Robert N. Dedaker
18 Alfred C. Baumgart
26 James C. Hose
31 Floyd H. Hoffman
34 John S. Joyce
37 J. B. Baerncopf
Institution
38 Howard W. Painter
41 s. A. Tomlinson
43 Roy J. Pile44 Kermit B. Parrish
45 Harlan B,Llvengood
46 Freeman A. Leas
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II. Public Accountants, Continued
55 C. G. Blough, New York City
57 E. D. Curtis, New York City
Manager, Artl'mr Andersen & Co.
Senior, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Office Managers
2 F. P. lVicCune,American states Insurance Co.
3 «. W. Macy, Indianapolis Glove Company5 Daniel Holsinger, State Life Insurance Company
9 Paul E. German, Hecker Products company
51 A. B. Brethauer, pitman-Moore Company
52 Gustave C. Klipple, Van Ca.mpHardware & Iron Co.
56 Unsigned58 Charles H. Langer, Walton School of Commerce
69 Esther Gardner, Allison Engineering Company
70 Franklin Cook, Citizens Gas Company
75 Ray Meyers, Prudential Insurance Company
86 Robert Mathews, Austln Compa.ny
95 Unsigned
III. The following :lndlviduals expressed opinions in letters without
completing the questionnaire:
Mr. Charles T. Coates, Indiana Mutual Insurance Company
Mr. H. L. Fahrney, American Bonding Company
MisS Ida. S. Broo, PubliC Accountant
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